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 “But, Holmes, you must admit the situation is absurd. Bite marks?” I could hardly 

breathe from laughing. 

 “You, my dear wife, are inebriated.” 

 “Well, you do tend to push brandy on me at the drop of a hat, or in this case at the drop 

of blood,” I snickered. 

 “Russell, I beg of you, cease this twaddle,” Holmes snapped as he all but slammed down 

the coffee pot, and walked to the nearby window. 

 The anger in his voice sobered me sufficiently to take in my husband’s rigid posture, fists 

clenched at his side. Holmes was enraged and not at my silly comments. I’d seen a flash of it 

during my bath and foolishly thought him now recovered, but obviously not. 

 I stopped myself from making another inane quip, a bit ashamed I had neglected to 

realise how upset Holmes would be at my being attacked. As upset as I would be if the roles were 

reveresed, my mind whispered. But...he was a husband, and his wife might have suffered more 

of an assault than a whirl of a cape, bash to the head, and chloroform. He’d been controlling 

himself for my sake. Our partnership...our marriage was built on a foundation of equality, 

causing a sometimes precarious balance. I took it for granted that he would trust me to take 

care of myself and not worry, but that was a selfish notion. One that comforted me and left 

him burdened with anxiety. Although I was tipsy I could understand the amount of control 

Holmes had to exert to not wrap me in cotton wool, and the cost he paid. Sherlock Holmes 

was not a man who tolerated such things easily. Yet, he was...for me. 

 I stood abruptly, becoming aware as I swayed slightly that I was well on my way to being 

drunk. Damn the brandy. Taking a deep steadying breath, I walked to my husband’s side and 

BALANCE

He stood and put away the bottle, returning with coffee. 
(Chapter 31, Castle Shade)

BY ALICE WRIGHT



grasped one of his clenched fists in mine. He turned to look at me and I waited for a beat 

letting him see I understood. 

 “Holmes, I am sorry, truly sorry.” 

 He looked a question and started to speak. “No, let me finish,” I implored. “Although I 

have always been confident that I can take care of myself and have no wish to be cossetted by you 

or anyone else, I have to admit that it has been proven...more than once...that I can be bested. 

This, shall we call it an epiphany, has caused me to examine a few things. Foremost is the fact 

you entered into our marriage with the full knowledge that you would not be able to or even 

be permitted to protect me. Further, that the success of our continuing partnership demands 

that you put aside your misgivings and accept that I might find myself in situations where my 

life may be in danger. Few men would do that. I don’t believe I have ever acknowledged that 

gift.” I raised his hand, which had now relaxed in mine, and kissed it. Looking up I held his 

gaze again, “Thank you.”

 Holmes turned, his free arm coming around my shoulders as he lifted our joined hands 

to his lips. “You are worth it, Russell.” Just that, nothing more, followed by a tender kiss 

on my lips. A heartbeat later he broke away, pored me a cup of coffee, and asked,   

“What impressions do you have regarding your attacker?” 

 Coffee and a casual demand for data – our equilibrium had been restored. 
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 I was awake now, but why did I feel ill? The worst of my cold had passed days ago, yet 

my head pounded, my eyes burned, and my nose - it was offended. Chloroform? The damp 

air smelled. Of earth?  No, no, no! I was buried? Why had I even spoken to Holmes of this 

particular terror of mine? Had I brought this on myself? No, no, no! My hands and feet moved 

about my...coffin? No, not a coffin!  Holmes had promised me a bell, a big one. There was no 

bell. When I finally opened my eyes, my fears proved real. All was dark, and I was certainly in 

a box. Sweat poured down my back, and I could not have heard even a locomotive over the 

pounding in my ears. Count, Russell, count. Breathe. Five, four, three, two, one. Better, a little 

better. 

 Russell, it’s merely a problem to be solved. The solution is right in front of you. Find it! 

 Whose voice was that? Holmes’s or my mother’s?  She would not have called me “Russell,” 

yet Holmes would have said “You look but do not see.” Of course I could not see, dammit—

but I could touch and smell, and now I could hear. You’ve been in dark spaces before. It’s 

merely a problem to be solved. Deduce! 

 I smelled onions, and something earthier. Potatoes? I felt around my coffin. No, it’s only 

a box, Russell. Yes, the globe under my knee was an onion. I picked it up, and laughed. It was 

a funny thing, all frizzy at one end, with a stubby head. Five, four, three, two, one. Off to the 

side was something with a dimpled surface, yes, a potato. As far as I could tell, no animal or 

large insect was keeping me company. Baruch haShem. Praised be Her Name. Yes, I had been 

known to spout Hebrew utterances when confined in dark spaces. Five, four, three, two, one. 

I held up my bounty. Potatoes and onions, fruit of the earth. Suddenly I was transported to a 

dark room lit by nine flickering candles. My brother and I were fighting over who would get 

ROOTS

(Castle Shade, Chapters 28 and 30-32)

BY BETH GLIXON



the last potato latke, that most perfect amalgam of potato, onion, flour, and egg, fried in oil. 

My mouth watered, and my eyes welled up. My last Hanukah with my family. While Levi and 

I argued, my father had calmly removed the last of our festival delights from the plate. 

 By now my feet, elbows, and hands were bruised, and I had had enough. It was time 

for action. I imagined the things I would do upon my release. Holmes and I would be done 

here soon, and I longed for our Sussex cottage. Upon our return I would ask Mrs. Hudson to 

make latkes in honor of my deliverance… I sat up sharply. There was no more Mrs. Hudson 

for us, nor would there ever be. I channeled my anger over all the insults and indignities of the 

last months and years. Mrs. Hudson, the murder of my family, my traitorous Maths tutor. I 

crouched down and then sprang up, bursting open the lid with my arms. 

 Ah. No coffin, just a box for root vegetables. I climbed out and found my spectacles 

and boots. Now fully clothed, I filled my pockets with onions and potatoes, and walked 

outside of the abandoned house that had been my prison. I searched for my captor, rage 

coursing through my veins. I was Judith setting out to kill the unsuspecting Holofernes, or 

some unnamed virago fighting at the side of Judah Maccabee. I had the strength and majesty 

of Michelangelo’s David. His sling and stones would have been nothing to my throwing arm 

and my root-missiles. “See, the conquering hero comes,” I thought. But it was more like “Flee, 

the blond-haired strigoi comes.” I looked down and saw that I did indeed resemble the walking 

dead, all mud and bruises. 

***

 Holmes ate his sandwiches while I closed my eyes in anticipation of my first bite, taking 

in the smell of the latkes. I had just swallowed that first crispy bit when I saw my family again, 

but this time Levi and I did not fight. He held out his hand to me, and I took my mother’s 

on the other side. They, in turn, took my father’s, closing the circle. A current raced up my 

arms, and I gasped. When I opened my eyes Holmes’s hands held mine. He raised an eyebrow, 

I avoided his gaze, and we returned to our meals. The taste and texture of the latke hadn’t 

changed, but, in the end, it was just a pancake, not some conduit to another place and time. I 

offered Holmes a piece, and he pronounced it excellent, but returned to his sandwiches. 

 I didn’t eat much after that, just a bit of restorative custard the cook had made for me.  

 “Care to talk about it, Russ?”



 “Maybe later. You will think me quite mad.”

 “I will allow that oddities have been known to occur, Wife.” 

 “Yes, especially in Castle Bran, it would seem.” 

 “And it was good to see your family?” 

 Ah, the all-knowing Holmes. “Yes, Holmes, it was good. I had seen them earlier today, 

in the root cellar, but this was better.” 

 Holmes had spent nearly an hour that afternoon tending to my cuts and abrasions, 

head to toe. I was free, and we were together. We were as close as we had ever been, and it had 

gone a long way towards making up for that interminable train trip when I had wanted to 

strangle him at least five times. He had helped to ease away my terrors and my anger, at least 

for now. I was sleepy and content, if a bit shaken by my encounter with the paranormal. He 

settled me onto a sofa with enough pillows and cushions to satisfy even the fussiest princess. 

 “Holmes, do you think it possible, what happened to me just now?” 

 “It matters not what I think, Russ. As you say, in Castle Bran…” 

 I was nearly asleep when I heard the clatter of a fork and knife against a plate. I looked 

up to see Holmes chewing what I took to be a bite of latke. He sat, eyes closed, with his arms 

extended, palms facing the ceiling. Holmes? Really? 

 I called out to him. “Holmes, in your case, I’d recommend a madeleine or a scone.” 

 “Yes, Russell, I’m sure you’re right.” I was soon asleep, but not before chuckling at my 

ever-curious husband, and savoring that rare blush of his that had lit up the room. 
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 As a longtime-reader of Laurie R. King’s Mary Russell-Sherlock Holmes series, I have 

rarely pondered the marriage of the two protagonists. Perhaps this helped me avoid thinking 

too much about the nearly 40-year difference in their ages. Yes, yes—I have read the defenses 

of this very-early-May-very-late-December union—both from first-person narrator Mary and 

from fans of the novels. Still, my strategy consists of reading for the plot and the engaging 

banter between Russell and Holmes, rather than analyzing their connubial relationship. But 

upon recently joining an online group devoted to this series, I encountered many positive, 

thoughtful reflections on the R-H marriage. So I approached the latest volume with such 

thoughts in mind. 

 Let me preface my remarks by saying that I am very fond of Holmes, Russell, and the 

series as a whole. I have not come to bury Holmes, though he’ll receive scant praise from 

me for his behavior in the first few chapters, when he is atypically ineffectual and oblivious. 

Nothing like the attentive Holmes of, say, Locked Rooms. 

 The opening pages of Castle Shade find Holmes fumbling his role of spouse, though he 

rallies somewhat by the end of chapter three. In chapter one, Russell, suffering from a severe 

cold, awakens on an immobile train at a remote station far from their destination to find that 

Holmes has “not been stirring up alternate transport or threatening the engineer with bodily 

harm” but has been sitting in their compartment, smoking a pipe. Russell correctly interprets 

his actions and frame of mind: “To find him curled in a corner with his filthy old pipe and a 

handful of the very cheapest tobacco meant he was searching for connections between a series 

of apparently unrelated facts.” Mary, not a pipe smoker herself, recognizes Holmes’s choice of 

tobacco and knows what his use of it means; a more expensive tobacco would have signified 

something else. For much of this novel, Holmes does not show similar perspicacity about 

Russell. 

CASTLE SHADE: 
THE JOURNEY BEGINS

BY CATHY CLARK



 And what has Holmes been contemplating? Reports of troubling episodes in Roumania, 

rumors about Queen Marie, and a threat made against Princess Ileana. But most importantly: 

“an inescapable fact: that I, Sherlock Holmes, have a blind spot. I tend to overlook those 

problems brought to me by women.” 

 With his ill wife at his side, Holmes sits stolidly for three hours in a motionless train, 

which serves no food, poisoning the air in their compartment, and contemplating the fact that 

he sometimes does not give credence to a woman’s problem. 

 Oh, Holmes. 

 When Russell awakens to learn that their train has not moved in nearly three hours, she 

prods Holmes for some assistance in continuing their journey; he produces a fifteen-year-old 

Bradshaw’s Guide. Useless, of course. Mary, fuzzy-headed from her cold, nevertheless acquires 

and deciphers a German-language train schedule, intimidates their porter into flagging down 

a passing train more suited for getting them to their destination, and arranges for tea and a hot 

meal for the two travelers. Before Mary effected this transfer to more efficient transportation, 

Holmes had unconcernedly informed her that there was little chance that she could get tea on 

the previous train because they had “left the dining car behind in Trieste.” Holmes famously 

starves himself while immersed in a case. Russell emphatically does not, which Holmes must 

surely know, after more than four years of marriage. 

 Holmes soon shows Russell a message, written in Roumanian, then chides his fever-

wracked wife when she asks, quite reasonably, for a translation. Ever the mentor, he waits 

implacably for her to apply her knowledge of Romance languages to pick out words in the 

note. As the novel progresses, we see that Holmes knows little Roumanian himself, so it seems 

a bit smug of him to make her struggle to read this sentence, even if he puzzled out its meaning 

on his own. 

 The brief message threatens the teenaged princess of Roumania; the queen has turned 

to Holmes for help. Mary presses Holmes for an explanation of their involvement, pointing 

out that he has often turned down more substantive cases. Holmes uncharacteristically fidgets 

and avoids eye contact with Russell. He refers to the rumors of vampiric activity in the queen’s 

vicinity, but Mary senses he is holding something back. Something he would even less rather 

mention than vampires. 



 Holmes—again, uncharacteristically—finally stammers his request: “I should like you 

to be my inside informant, into the mysterious realm of the adolescent female.” When Russell 

bridles at what she takes to be Holmes’s suggestion that she become a spy, false friend, or 

nursemaid to the princess, her husband clarifies his intention. The princess, he says, “would 

no doubt benefit from meeting a person like you. A woman with abilities and a life of her own, 

a person habitually unimpressed by royal titles, stunning heritage, and blatant wealth.” From 

Holmes, Russell thinks, this constitutes a compliment. 

 And it does. Holmes, having known Mary for ten years and tutored her in his investigative 

methods, respects her mind and strength of character. However, his hours spent contemplating 

his blind spot regarding taking women seriously have not prevented him from finding it equally 

probable that the “unsettling episodes” stem from “childish” (read “girlish”) imagination as 

from “adult fact.” Holmes, incorrectly, tells Russell that all of these disturbing episodes involve 

the princess’s contemporaries. One incident, in fact, involved a 12-year-old girl who did not 

imagine accidentally cutting her hand on a kitchen knife. Another incident involved an eight-

year-old who reported being attacked at night in the woods by a winged creature. Her quick 

recanting of the story seems dubious, and the scratches she sustained are quite real. Holmes 

sweeps these stories and a series of ill omens (dead cow, shooting star, broken leg) together 

with a teenaged girl running off with her beau to justify enlisting Mary as emissary to the land 

of adolescents. Perhaps he has become preoccupied with his wife’s youth.... 

 Castle Shade ends with Russell leaning happily against her husband’s shoulder, pleased 

with their adventure’s “story-book ending.” And Holmes clearly shows his love and concern for 

Russell later in the novel, most notably after her abduction. Nevertheless, Castle Shade seems 

like a transitional novel for the characters’ marriage. It portends two difficult conversations that 

could significantly affect their relationship: the need to set boundaries for how Mycroft and 

his political agenda influence their lives, and addressing Mary’s withholding of uncomfortable 

truths about Mrs. Hudson—and Holmes’s awareness of her withholding. The “kanon” assures 

us that Russell and Holmes remain happily married for decades to come. But Castle Shade 

suggests that the great detectives will need to apply themselves to their marriage as assiduously 

as they have to any case. 
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 I slipped the fine pale linen blouse carefully over my head then scrambled to find the 

sleeves inside the tumble of heavily embroidered falling fabric. 

 ‘What do you think, Holmes?’ I asked, emerging. 

 ‘I think there has been a later alteration to the thread-work on your right sleeve, Russell.’ 

 ‘Really? Where exactly?’ 

 ‘On the band - the incret - that joins the shoulder to the lower fuller sleeve. Did you know, 

by the way, that the fuller the sleeve, the higher your status?’ 

 My husband the fashion expert. I raised an eyebrow and looked at him over the top of 

my spectacles. 

 ‘There are two places where the embroidery has been unpicked, then a new design in a 

slightly darker red has been worked in the space. It has been cleverly done.’ 

 I looked. He was right. 

 ‘Let us compare the sleeves.’ Holmes helped me out of the garment and into my dressing 

gown. He spread the blouse carefully on the bed, then folded the sleeves one over the other 

at the wrist. Lying thus, it looked strangely lifeless and I shivered, needing desperately to say 

something, anything, to clear my head of the image. My voice shook a little. 

 ‘Holmes, have...have you been indulging secretly in one of the womanly arts concerning 

needle and threads?’ 

 ‘Oh really, Russell.’

 ‘Well, you do seem remarkably well informed about embroidery...’ He waved a languid, 

dismissive hand. 

 ‘One picks things up. Actually, what really interests me is the symbolism used rather than 

the method of production; although, of course, every stitch helps build such a code as this. Now, 

what have we here?’ 

THE ROOSTER
. . . in which Holmes reveals some knowledge of embroidery

BY JENNIFER KEMP



 ‘Both bands have a twist on grapevine, ending in a pair of inward facing birds. The birds 

are separated by a flower on a tall leafy stem.’ 

 ‘Is it a flower?’ enquired Holmes.

 ‘Wait - no - no- it’s the Eye...the Protective Eye. We saw one on our walk last night.’ 

 ‘Exactly. Now the Vine stands for eternal life, the Eye protects the wearer from evil, 

therefore it is probable that...’ 

 ‘The birds mean something similar. What is the difference between the originals and the 

replacements?’ 

 ‘Tail and breast.’ said Holmes, with a slight smile, looking me straight in the eye. 

 ‘I beg your pardon?’ 

 ‘The new bird has a full high tail, and the breast is puffed out...in fact it’s a....’ 

 There was a knock at the door. I opened it to admit Gabriela carrying a tray with glasses 

and a jug of iced water. She stopped short at the sight of the blouse. 

 ‘Er - Mr. Florescu sends cold drink before your meeting with my Queen.’ 

 ‘Please put it on the table. Thank you, Gabriela. We were admiring the beautiful 

embroidery on my gift from the Queen - and trying to solve the little puzzle of the different 

birds. Perhaps you can help.’ 

 ‘Oh Missus...’ Gabriela’s lower lip began to tremble, and her eyes filled with tears. I took 

her hands. 

 ‘Can you tell me what this is all about?’ I asked gently. 

 ‘So many bad things happening in village.’ We were afraid...then Castle talk. My Queen 

has asked Englishman...Mr. Holmes and his - forgive me Missus - beautiful wife to visit Bran 

and help her. A young foreign lady. Oh Strigoi might like her very much indeed -she would 

make a nice change! 

 ‘We know we all must care for them...but I worry and think what could I do extra to 

protect her?...then...Yes...Idea! I take my needles and threads, and of course say The Embroidery 

Prayer to begin...and ...’ 

 ‘The Embroidery Prayer?’ I asked. 

 ‘...which is ... “Inspirit my clothes, the secret of my soul.”’ said Holmes slowly and 

unexpectedly. 

 Suprised, Gabriela turned to him. 



 ‘Yes!...and I sew a Cocoș..a..er...’ 

 ‘Rooster.’ 

 ‘Yes Sir...Roosterrr. One then another for your blouse Missus, in place of flowers and 

fortune birds.’ 

 ‘But why is he perching on a comb?’ I asked. 

 Gabriela looked puzzled. ‘Comb?’ 

 ‘Pieptene?’ ventured Holmes. 

 ‘Ah! No Sir...is not a hair comb - is picture of line between day and night. Good things 

and Bad things. Cocoș stands on it to frighten away the bad spirits of night. Brings strength to 

the arm.’ 

 ‘You only had time to stitch two Roosters?’ I asked. 

 ‘Yes Missus - but among so much embroidery, you perhaps not notice.’ 

 ‘I didn’t - it was Mr. Holmes who saw it.’ 

 ‘Sir has the eyes of the Hawk.’ 

 ‘He does indeed.’ 

 ‘Missus, you will not tell Mr. Florescu what I did?’ 

 ‘Gabriela, I will tell no-one.’ 

 ‘Nor I,’ said Holmes. ‘My especial thanks, Gabriela, for your clever work in trying to 

keep my wife safe.’ 

 Gabriela, looking much relieved, smiled as she bobbed a curtsey and whirled away. 

 ‘Will you wear the blouse tonight?’ asked Holmes. 

 ‘No - just the sash from the outfit round my frock. Doubtless Queen Marie also has  

the eyes of the Hawk”.’ 

 Holmes smiled. ‘I rather think she does, Russell. Indeed, I am sure she does!’ 



 When I reached this sentence, I was briefly flummoxed — daughter of Judith? Why 

would that particular designation come to Russell in that moment? Then a lightbulb went on, 

and I couldn’t believe it took me so long to realize that, along with Holmes, her mother was the 

most influential person in Russell’s life. 

 In Chapter Six of A Monstrous Regiment of Women, Russell states that “if detecting was 

what I did, theology was what I was.” It was Judith who inspired and nurtured Russell’s love 

for theology. The daughter of a rabbi, Judith also probably honed young Russell’s debating and 

reasoning abilities, which became a component of her skill as a detective. That love for theology 

also helped adult Russell maintain some much-needed balance in her life; it helped her keep her 

individuality when paired with the magnetic force that is her husband. 

 Later in MREG, Russell was imprisoned. Stripped down to only her basest and most 

innate elements, what “returned [her] to herself ” in the wake of the drugs ravaging her system? 

Yes, there was her fiercely steadfast relationship with Holmes, their discussions, their disputes, 

their games of chess. But besides that? There were the ritual psalms and prayers that Judith 

taught her so long ago, that Russell had retained and valued throughout so many years of other 

education. 

 Additionally, Judith must have had an incredibly difficult task shepherding such a strong-

willed child. But from what we can infer from the books, Judith no doubt curbed her young 

DAUGHTER OF JUDITH
GRACE YEN

“Would I be taken out — or left here to die, weaker and weaker and 
flailing and alone . . . No! I was Mary Russell, daughter  

of Judith and partner of Holmes.” 
(Castle Shade, Chapter 28)



daughter’s enormous spirit, but she never quelled it. And I believe that is one of the most vital 

things we must do for young girls: to never make them feel like they need to be small. To teach 

them that they should never be afraid to take up all the space of their authentic selves. 

 So here’s to you, Judith. Thank you for the extraordinary woman you prepared to let fly.
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 Chaos. That is what he finds upon his return to Castle Bran. Maids are flocking to and 

fro in a haphazard form with a look of knowing dread. Something has happened to feed into the 

rumors that the Queen wishes him to resolve. He notices the one maid. She pauses her step as 

the car draws close and peers in. Upon only seeing him, the grimness of her face hardens before 

continuing towards the kitchens. Why? His pulse quickens. No. Surely not. She gave her word. 

Still, his old mind flashes to University. The flow of his gown. The swish of his tassel. The same 

scramble of fear among her classmates. Like bees whose hive has been disturbed by a predator. 

 Breathe. He takes a long, steady inhale. Data, he needs data. The vehicle finally lurches to 

a stop. The major-domo is barking orders like a general to his troops upon the top of the castle 

steps. More of the help disperse. A few look at him with an air of trepidation. Others with pity. 

He ignores them. He demands to know what is going on. Mr. Florescu speaks with an air of 

authority, shaken as it is. The Queen’s daughter came to Castle Bran (against the Queen’s wishes; 

which has led to a foul mood from Her Majesty) and met with Russell. She asked for Russell to 

join her for morning tea. When the maid went to fetch her, they saw her bed had not been slept 

in and she was nowhere to be found. She didn’t turn in early and she wasn’t with him. His throat 

tightens. His stomach clenches. Have they called the police? Not yet. Were the rooms disturbed? 

Not since their discovery. Without a word, he begins his swift ascent to their rooms. She must 

have left a note or clue to her whereabouts. The steps mould into the rolling hills of the downs 

of a distant and familiar countryside. A cottage with a dark secret in its cellar. He shakes his head 

back to the present. He will not fail again. A voice gives him pause. Russell’s voice. He flies back 

down the steps. His rheumatism be damned. 

THE LONGEST MINUTES
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 

SHERLOCK HOLMES

BY KATE MARTINO



 She is standing erect in the courtyard. Her attire from yesterday has seen better days. Dirt, 

grime, and some debris has covered every inch of her save for the knife in her hand. She always 

took great care of her blades. There is a hint of blood on her hand. Her glasses askew from being 

damaged and bent. She is favoring the one foot. Injury to the other is likely. But she is standing, 

so nothing serious or threatening. A wave of calm washes over him. Relief perhaps? He dare not 

say. His mouth is dry as he continues to categorize further injuries. There is a fire in her eyes. 

Like a soldier during the adrenaline of war. It’s deeply unsettling. But he can’t tell until they have 

privacy. Upon seeing him, she seems to bite her tongue. Whatever was on her mind can wait. 

She deflates and returns her knife into her boot. Russell addresses the domo with an apology and 

with barely a glance to himself, begins her own ascent to what he assumes will be a long bath. He 

doesn’t register when he curls his hand on her arm. He barely hears himself say her name. The 

questions unsaid on the tip of his tongue. But he needs to know all the same. Are you all right? 

She freezes under his grasp. Her eyes are saying more than her mouth. But the facts are clear. 

Russell was assaulted and left in a dark room. Another memory of her: in a dark cellar stripped 

of her dignity and respect, fighting the symptoms of withdrawal, comes to his mind’s eye. He 

releases her. Whoever did this to Russell has made a mistake. 

 Over an hour later, he’s seated by her bath in fresh clothes. He is focusing on the frame 

of her glasses. Slowly, methodically, bending them back into place. The scent of soap is different. 

The circumstances leading to this moment are still up for debate. Last time they were like this, 

they were dancing around between being a teacher/pupil to partners in every way possible. Yes, 

there were baths in between as well. But not like this. A bittersweet thought. Although he would 

loathe having to admit that to her, were she to ask. He avoids looking at her until he’s finished 

with the glasses. They both need this. A moment of just being in close proximity. He keeps his 

voice calm when he’s sharing those fleeting, few moments when he thought he had failed her 

again. His vulnerability hers and hers alone to keep. In all his years as a detective, he has done 

everything possible to not allow emotion get in the way of his work. Watson rarely saw that side 

of him. Partially due to his lack of observation, and mostly due to himself finding ways to avoid 

showing those moments of weakness. Not Russell though. She was sharp enough to figure out 

his little quirks and idiosyncrasies. Since she never viewed him in the superficial way Watson did, 

he subconsciously allowed his walls to come down gradually in her presence. She had seen him 



at his worst in Jerusalem. But never did she allow it to affect her opinion of him. For that he 

was grateful. Now though, he’s not sure who’s more grateful. Russell, for his presence. Or he for 

hers. He hears the slight hitch in her voice when she shares what happened to her, and sees the 

shudder from that dark memory of her previous exposure to blinding darkness. Like him, she’ll 

never truly forget. He doesn’t expect her to. 

 There’s one more thing he needs before he can let go completely. He returns Russell’s 

glasses to her and grabs the brandy. He already rang for a med-kit. He then has her leave 

her bath so he can assess the damage. She protests weakly, but submits to his whim. His one 

deductive observation is proven correct. Injection shows she was drugged during her assault. No 

symptoms of withdrawal suggest morphine, not heroin. Her attacker is medically trained. He 

continues with his ministrations of checking her over; only to stop and turn away. That question 

she thoughtlessly verbalized but that ran in the dark corner of his mind in the air. He reaches 

for the cigarette case. He needs a moment to check his rage. It still made bile rise to where he 

could taste it. For a man to do that to a woman, the thought is unthinkable. Despicable even. 

Russell notices her mistake and does her best to make light of the situation. Little good it does 

to his nerves. He swallows the lump in his throat; wordlessly returning to finish what he started. 

It’s when he reaches her neck that he freezes. His grey eyes boring down into those pricks on her 

neck. She notices his stare and goes to the mirror when he refuses to answer her inquiries. She 

screams. Not in fear, but in rage. Oh, yes, someone has made a very grave mistake.
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